
A Complete Guide

How to Download GSTR 2A 
Return



STEP 1

GSTR-2A is used only for the viewing purpose and you cannot take any action in GSTR-2A.
GSTR-2A will be generated in following cases:-
When the supplier uploads the B2B transaction details in GSTR-1& 5.



STEP 2

After sign-in, click on Return option then select GSTR-2A.



STEP 3

After selecting GSTR-2A option then select the client option.



STEP 4

You can download the data by click on the download data from portal tab.



STEP 5

You can import or export the data by clicking on below Import/ Export button.



Here at the top of the window Period is given in dropdown I.e. As per Return and 
As per Period(Monthly, Quarterly, Half Yearly and Yearly).
As Per Return is used to viewing the data from the portal.
As Per Period is used for viewing the data as per user convince like Monthly, 
Quarterly, Half Yearly and Yearly.



STEP 6

All data is used to display the data in detailed view.GSTN wise is used to display the 
data according to GSTN wise. 



STEP 7

After that, you can see below 3 options which is further divided into 3 types Summary, 
Bill Wise Details(Bill-wise), Detail with Item wise(Rate-wise)



STEP 8

In summary option, you can view summarised details of the particular GSTN



STEP 9

In invoice option, you can get all the invoices details of the supplier’s GSTN.



STEP 10

After clicking on invoice option, you can check details item wise by clicking on item wise 
tab



In invoice as per counter party submit status is divided in 3 parts- All, Unique, 
Duplicate.
All is used to display data of unique and duplicate entries where as unique is used to 
display all the unique entries and duplicate is used to display the duplicate entry 
only.



STEP 11

This will capture the details of B2B and Cr./Dr. Notes by your sellers during the month. This will 
capture the details of B2B and Cr./Dr. Notes by your sellers during the month. It will also include 

any changes made to them by comparing the revised documents with the original documents. It is 
used only for view the details of the B2B.
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